Nutritional geometry: gorillas prioritize non-protein energy while consuming surplus protein
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It is widely assumed that terrestrial food webs are built on a nitrogen-limited base and consequently herbivores must compensate through selection of high-protein foods and efficient nitrogen retention. Like many folivorous primates, gorillas’ diet selection supports this assumption, as they apparently prefer protein-rich foods. Our study of mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei) in Uganda revealed that, in some periods, carbohydrate-rich fruits displace a large portion of protein-rich leaves in their diet. We show that non-protein energy (NPE) intake was invariant throughout the year, whereas protein intake was substantially higher when leaves were the major portion of the diet. This pattern of macronutrient intake suggests that gorillas prioritize NPE and, to achieve this when leaves are the major dietary item, they over-eat protein. The concentrations of protein consumed in relation to energy when leaves were the major portion of the diet were close to the maximum recommended for humans and similar to high-protein human weight-loss diets. By contrast, the concentrations of protein in relation to energy when gorillas ate fruit-dominated diets were similar to those recommended for humans. Our results question the generality of nitrogen limitation in terrestrial herbivores and provide a fascinating contrast with human macronutrient intake.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is commonly accepted that terrestrial ecosystems are limited by the rate at which herbivores can acquire protein from plants [1–4]. Consistent with this tenet are several studies that interpret the predominance of protein-rich leaves in the diets of folivorous primates, including gorillas, to indicate that foraging by these primates is geared towards prioritizing the intake of protein [5–7]. However, this apparent preference for protein by mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei) is puzzling because the gorilla diet, composed of high-protein terrestrial herbaceous vegetation, contains much higher protein concentrations [8,9] than are estimated to be required by gorillas in relation to food intake [10,11]. This is a contradiction that extends to many other folivorous primates [6,12].

To decipher this apparent ‘protein paradox’, we used the geometrical framework of nutrition [13] and took advantage of natural variation in the diets of wild mountain gorillas in Uganda. Geometrical analysis is a modelling approach used to determine which nutritional parameters animals maintain and which they allow to vary when faced with variation in food availability and composition (e.g. the intake of single nutrients, or balances among two or more nutrients) [13]. It thus enables the nutritional priorities of animals to be deciphered by comparing the extent to which the intake of different nutrients is defended against variation in food composition, in much the same way that thermoregulatory priorities of animals can be established by measuring the core body temperature in a variety of thermal environments. Geometrical analysis has been used to understand the foraging choices in a variety of animals [13–15], including humans [16].

In Bwindi Impenetrable National Park, Uganda, the intake of energy-rich fruits by gorillas can seasonally exceed 40 per cent of the diet on a wet weight basis [17](figure 1). In other months, high-protein leaves compose the major portion of the diet, with fruits contributing less than 10 per cent. This seasonal disparity enabled us to infer from geometrical analysis the extent to which mountain gorillas prioritize protein over non-protein energy (NPE) and test whether protein is a limiting resource for gorillas.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

We studied gorillas inhabiting Bwindi Impenetrable National Park, Uganda (0° 53’–1° 08’ S, and 29° 35’–29° 50’ E). The study group included two adult males, six adult females, four male juveniles and two infants who were not observed. Observations were restricted by the Ugandan governmental order to 4 h d−1. During these 4 h, J.M.R., along with field assistants, conducted 30 min rotating focal observations and examined food intake (g min−1). We collected 1044 focal samples over 319 days for 1318 h during 1 year, and partitioned the data into successive two-month ‘periods’ as outlined in Rothman et al. [17], where further details of the methods are described.

We collected 336 foods across different seasons in areas where they were consumed by gorillas [17] and analysed them for available protein (AP) and NPE either via standard methods (n = 536) [10] at Cornell University, USA, or near infrared spectroscopy using a Foss XDS Rapid Content Analyzer (n = 10) [18] at Hunter College, USA. To calculate AP, we subtracted acid detergent insoluble nitrogen from total nitrogen before multiplying by 6.25 [10], and then converted this value to kilojoule equivalents. To calculate NPE, we summed the energetic contributions from adjusted ether extract [19], non-structural carbohydrates and neutral detergent fibre (NDF) [10]. Energy contributions from NDF were estimated using age-sex and period-specific NDF digestibility coefficients after determining fibre digestibility using faecal lignin as an internal marker [17]. To calculate individual mean daily intake of AP and NPE, we followed Rothman et al. [17], eqn 3).

We used the geometrical framework, a state-space modelling approach in which each axis represents a different nutrient, to decipher patterns of NPE and AP intake [13]. We constructed a two-dimensional model, with AP on the x-axis and NPE on the y-axis. In this way, diet compositions are represented as Cartesian points (showing the amounts of AP and NPE in the diets) or as lines radiating from the origin (‘nutritional rails’) with a particular slope indicating AP to NPE balance. We made comparisons using repeated-measures ANOVA, including ‘period’ as a within-subjects factor and age-sex group a between-subjects factor (PASW STATISTICS, v. 18). Equality of covariance matrices and normality were verified using Box’s test and the Ryan–Joiner test, respectively.
3. RESULTS

The daily intakes of AP and NPE by gorillas varied widely, with the ratio of AP to NPE spanning 0.06–2.9 (figure 2a). During high-fruit periods, mean daily macronutrient intakes for adult males, adult females and juveniles aligned along the AP to NPE nutritional rail (slope) of 0.3, and gorillas consumed 19 per cent of their total energy as protein (figure 2b). By contrast, when gorillas ate leaves, the balance of AP to NPE aligned along a nutritional rail of 0.5, and gorillas consumed 30 per cent of total energy as protein. The AP to NPE balance differed between periods (repeated-measures ANOVA; $F_{1,9} = 453.5$, $p < 0.001$), but did not differ among age-sex classes within periods ($F_{2,9} = 0.175$, $p = 0.842$), and nor did the interaction between period and age-sex class differ ($F_{2,9} = 2.856$, $p = 0.110$). In both fruit-rich and leaf-rich periods, overall macronutrient intake was highest in adult males, followed by adult females, with the lowest intakes in juveniles ($F_{2,9} = 91.26$, $p < 0.001$; figure 2b). Total macronutrient intake varied among periods ($F_{1,9} = 52.296$, $p < 0.001$), but there was no period by age-sex class interaction ($F_{2,9} = 0.734$, $p = 0.506$). Thus, gorillas had higher levels of total macronutrient intake in leaf-eating compared with fruit-eating periods, and this difference applied similarly to adult males, adult females and juveniles.

4. DISCUSSION

During fruit periods, the balance of AP to NPE in the diet was slightly higher than that of gorilla mid-lactation milk (AP comprises 16% total energy; figure 2b) [20], a nutritionally complete food source for supporting growth in infants. This balance is similar to the diets chosen by humans in free-choice experiments (AP comprises 17% total energy [16]) and close to the current recommendations of the American Heart Association (15%) [21,22]. By contrast, when leaves dominated gorilla diets, 31 per cent of total energy is consumed as protein, a value close to the upper limit recommended for humans, and similar to human high-protein weight-loss diets (26–29%) [21,22].

Contrary to the expectation that nitrogen is limiting for terrestrial herbivores [1–3], the above comparisons, together with our geometrical analysis, indicate that gorillas over-ingest protein when eating a leaf-based diet, rather than specifically targeting leaves to supplement a protein-limited diet. Leaves form the majority of the diet for most of the year since fruits are seasonally unavailable [17], suggesting that this gorilla population is physiologically adapted to eating and excreting excess nitrogen. Tannins, which may contribute 4 per cent of the diet on a dry matter basis, might reduce protein availability [23], but some staple leaves do not have tannins, yet many of the commonly eaten fruits do [8]. For those leaves that contain high-tannin levels, their protein-precipitating capacity might aid gorillas to void...
the ingested excesses. Studies on protein digestibility and urinary nitrogen excretion are needed to provide additional insight into the protein gain of gorillas and other primates. In the Virungas, fruit is scarce, but the concentrations of crude protein to available carbohydrate in gorilla diets are strikingly similar to those in Bwindi. The Virunga gorillas consume alternatives to fruit, such as carbohydrate-rich stems, to meet their energetic needs [9].

Geometrical analysis suggests that spider monkeys (Ateles chamek) in Bolivia prioritize AP, not NPE [15], as do humans in an experimental study [16]. In contrast to gorillas, spider monkeys are primarily frugivorous with rapid digestive transit rates [24]. To meet protein needs spider monkeys supplement fruit-based diets with daily small quantities of protein-rich young leaves. A future priority is to consider how ecology and phylogeny underlie primate nutritional strategies, and how the dietary patterns of our close relatives can help us to improve human health.
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